HI1SPA3: Spaces and Identities, 5 ECTS

Course literature

General reading


Seminar-specific literature

Here you will find literature that you should read before each seminar/lecture. A large part is available as e-books via Stockholm University Library, and there are links to most of them in Athena (note that you have to log in to your university account for the links to work). Some articles are available in Athena as PDFs and/or searchable in the SUB article database. Some books are available as physical books in the course literature section (kurslitteratur) of the University Library.

Spaces and Identities: Introduction

Kurt Villads Jensen (History)

**Spatial Nostalgia and Identity**

**Gustav Zamore (History)**


Optional:


---

**Reading Space through Culture**

**Jenny B. White (Urban Anthropology/Turkish Studies)**


Optional:


---

**The Spaces of Diaspora: Jewish Place and Identity in Medieval Europe**

**Anders Andrén (Archaeology)**


Optional:

Marginal Space – Central Place: Uplands and the Formation of Rural Female Identities

Eugene Costello (Archaeology)


Optional:


Creating Space and Showing Presence: A Medieval Persona

Mia Åkestam (Art History)


Diarium Vadstenense.

Church plans and pictures.

Seminar exercise: Draw your thesis III

Nanouschka M. Burström (Archaeology)


Total ca. 736–776 pp. + 57 pp. optional reading.

In addition, students will independently search for and read literature for their course work.